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Abstract 
Chen, W. and T. Klove, Lower bounds on multiple difference sets, Discrete Mathematics 98 
(1991) 9-21. 
We give a lower bound on the maximal element in a multiple difference set. 
1. Introduction 
An (p, Z, J)-multiple difference set (MDS) is a set 
A = (4, &, . . . > 4) 
where 
Ai={Uij(O~jcJ}, for l~i~l, 
are sets of integers such that 
({(i,j,j’)Il~i~Z,O~j’#j~J,U,-Ujj,=k}l~p, 
for all k. 
If {si ( 16 i s Z} are integers, then 
{{Uij+Si (OSjsJ} 1 lCi<Z} 
is also an (p, Z, J)-MDS with the same differences. Ordering the elements of Ai 
and subtracting the smallest we get the MDS in normalized form, 
O=u,,<u,,<*~~<u,, 
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for all i. This is a MDS if all the differences aij - aij., with 1~ i <I and 
0 < j' < j G .Z appear at most p times. 
Let 
m = m(A) = max{aij 1 1 s i s Z, 0 G j sJ}. 
For applications we want (p, I, .Z)-MDSs with m as small as possible. Let 
M(p, I, .Z) = min{m(A) 1 A is an (p, I, .Z)-MDS}. 
In this paper we derive a lower bound on M(p, I, .Z). 
Upper bounds on M(p, Z, .Z) are obtained from explicit constructions. A 
number of such constructions are given in [lo]. 
2. Applications of multiple difference sets 
Multiple difference sets have a number of different applications. 
To each Ai we can associate a sequence (x?) where 
x$=1 for 0sjG.Z 
and 
x!‘) = 0 otherwise. 
These sequences have good aperiodic correlation properties: 
5 +)+;!{ =.Z+l ifi=i’andt=O, 
j=O cP otherwise. 
Eckler [13] utilized this for the design of missile guidance codes. For further 
applications of the correlation properties, see Chen [9, lo], Dai et al. [12], and 
Khansefid et al. [17]. 
(1, 1, J)-MDSs were used by Babcock [3] to construct a radio system without 
third order intermodulation interference. (1, 1, .Z)-MDSs from this point of view 
were further studied by Fang and Sandrin [14] and Atkinson et al. [l, 21. 
Convolutional self-orthogonal codes (CSOC) were introduced by Massey [23]. 
A construction based on (1: I, .Z)-MDSs was introduced by Robinson and 
Bernstein [24]. The CSOC corresponding to the (p, I, .Z)-MDS has generator 
polynomials 
The code generated is an (I + 1, Z, m) CSOC with dmin = J + 2. Another paper on 
this application is Martin [22]. 
Another application is in spacing of radio antennas, see Biraud, Blum, and 
Ribes [4,7]. 
For further applications, see [S-6,17]. 
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3. The lower bound 
Counting the number of distinct positive differences we get the trivial lower 
bound 
J(J + 1) 
M(p, z, J) az- 
2P * 
Lindstrijm [21] (in another notation) gave an improved lower bound on 
M(1, 1, J). This was further sharpened by Atkinson et al. [l-2], who used a 
similar method. In their paper they also mentioned a generalization to a lower 
bound on M(p, 1, J). 
Further lower bounds on M(1, Z, J) are given by Feng [15], Chen [ll], and 
Klove [18-201. Lower bounds on M(p, 1, J) are given by Dai et al. [12] and 
Hajela [16]. 
The lower bound on M(p, I, J) we present is a generalization of Klove’s [20] 
bound on M(l, Z, J). The first part of the proof, given in Lemmata 1-6, follows 
the corresponding proof in [20] closely. The remaining part is different for the 
general case. Clearly it is true for p = 1 in particular, but the proof of the general 
case is more complicated than the corresponding proof in [20]. 
Let {{Uij 1 O~j~J} 11 =S i c Z} be an (p, I, J)-MDS satisfying (1). Let 
I J-k 
sk = c c tai.k+l - ail), 
i=l I=0 
I k-l 
sk = c c tm - h J+l-k+l- %)h 
i=l I=0 
and 
dir = ai, r+l - air, 
gr = i (dir + di, J-1-r). 
i=l 
hSllUla1. For&k, OskcJ, &=&+,_,=kZm-3,. 
Proof. From (2) we get 
sk=i (i ui[-J~kUj~)=i: ( i 
i=l I=k I=0 i=l 1=/+1-k 
uj,-*CI.i,)=s,,,_k. 
I=0 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
From (2) and (3) we get 
I k-l 
Sk = 2 2 (m - (ai,J+l-k+l - ail)) = kZm - SJ+,-k. 
i=l I=0 
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Lemma 2. Zf k c J/2 + 1, then 
k-2 
Sk = kS, - .z- (k - 1 - r)gl.. 
r=O 
Proof. Since 
k+l-1 k+l-1 
ai, k+l - ail = C (ai. r+~ - ai,) = C dir, 
r=l r=I 
we have 
I J-kk+l-1 I J-l 
Sk = z c c di, = c c di, mi”‘~k’ r, 1. 
i=l I=0 r=l i=l r=O /=max(O. r-k+l) 
(6) 
(7) 
Hence 
kS, - Sk = ,$ ;z; dir{ k - “‘“‘5”’ r, 
I=max(O. r-k+l) 
1) 
k-2 
= z, (k -r - lb •I 
From now on, t is some positive integer and 
c= t+l ( > 2 * (8) 
Lemma 3. Let t ~512 + 1. Let al, m2, . . . , a, be real numbers such that 
C:=,kak=C. ForOCrrt-21et 
@I = (y) - k$+2 (k - 1 - r)mk. 
r 
Then 
Proof. By Lemma 2, 
i ‘tksk = 2 ai,kSl - i 
k-2 
k=l k=l 
k=l ffk c (k - 1 -r)& 
r=O 
r-2 
=s,c-c,& 2 (k-l-r)&. 
r=O k=r+2 
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k=l 
Combining these, the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 4. Let t s J/2 + 1 and let al, m2, . . . , IX, and PO, PI, . . . , /z?-~ be related 
as in Lemma 3. Then 
CIm = i: ffkksk + i Sk + ‘2 &,. 
k=l k=l r=O 
Proof. By Lemmata 1 and 3 
&Sk + i cyksk 
k=l 
We find a lower bound on m by lower bounding each term in Lemma 4. We say 
that a sequence & = (a,, (Ye, . . . , (y,) is feasible if 
and 
PO 2 PI 3 * * .a pI-2 2 0 where & = - ,=i;,, (k - 1 - r)&. (10) 
r 
From now on we consider only feasible 5’s. From the definition of pr we get 
the following. 
Lemmas. Forafiedr, Osrst-3 wehave 
& - Pr+, = (t - r - l> - ,z+, ak. 
Lemma 6. (CQ, cx3, . . . , a;) is feasible if and only if 
(11) 
(12) 
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and 
ct;st - 
k=2 
Proof. Note that /3r_2 = 1 - cr,. Hence, by (9), (lo), and Lemma 5 it is sufficient 
to show that (12) and (13) imply 
i &!kct-r-1, 
k=rc2 
(14) 
for 0 s r c t - 2. We show this by induction on r. First, (14) is true for r = 0 by 
(13). Let r 2 0 and suppose (14) is true for r. By (12), 
1 >p 
a,+2 H i (yk* 
t - r - 2 k=r+3 (15) 
By the induction hypothesis and (15) 
I 
t-r-13ar+,+ C cr, 
k=r+3 
1 
> 
( 
-----+1 
t-r-2 1 
i sic 
k=r+3 
t-r-l ’ 
=--- 
c 
t - r - 2 kzr+3 
ak* 
Hence 
which proves the induction step. 0 
From now on we use the following notation: 
(16) 
Lemma 7. Zf (ul, u2,. . . , uM) is a sequence of positive integers such that any 
integer appears at most p times in the sequence, then C,E, uj 2 (M). 
If (4, u2, * . . > u,+,) is a sequence of nonnegative integers such that any integer 
appears at most p times in the sequence, then C,E, uj 3 (M - p). 
Proof. Let Q = [M/p]. For the sequence of positive integers 
,~Uj3p(l+2+“* + Q> + W - PQNQ + 1) = (M). 
and similarly for the sequence of nonnegative integers. Cl 
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Lemma 8. If (cY~, cr3, . . . , at) is feasible, then 
;I o;,skpkgl ak((K-P) - (Vk-I -P)). 
where V, = (k(k + 1)/2)Z. 
Proof. Let 
?‘,‘, is a sum of V, nonnegative integers. Let (yt+, = 0. By Lemma 7 we get 
k=l k=l 
=~~~k((vk-P)-(vk-,-P)). q 
Lemma 9. Let ut = z(ti - (i)). For afl t 2 1, Cizl Sk 2 ( ut). 
Proof. &I Sk is a sum of positive integers. The number of terms in the sum is 
ZJ + Z(J - 1) + * * .+Z(J-t+l)=Z JY-2 
( 
t(t - 1) = u 
> 
f’ 
Hence, the lemma follows from Lemma 7. 0 
Lemma 10. Zf t 6 J/2 + 1 and (~yz, cr3, . . . , a,) is feasible, then 
Proof. Let p,-I = 0 and let 
r-1 r-l I 
hr = C gl= C C (4 + di, ,-1-d, 
I=0 I=0 i=l 
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h, is a sum of 2rZ positive integers. By Lemmata 5 and 7 we get 
r-2 t-2 
~oPr~r = $%VG+I -hr) 
t-1 
=zl (Br-I-Pr)hr 
a!$( 
r=l 
t-r- i or,)(2rZ) 
k=r+l 
r-1 
=~~(t-r)(2rz)-~2~k~(2rz). 0 
Combining Lemmata 8-10 we get a lower bound on m. 
Lemma 11. Let fk=(vk-p)-(vk_l-p)-k(vl-p)-~~~~(2rz). zf ts 
J/2 + 1 and ((Ye, (Ye, . . . , LY,) is feasible, then 
I-l 
mZC3(U,)+C(t-r)(2rZ)+C(Vl-p)+F(c) 
r=l 
where F(&) = F(az, (Y3, . . . ) CYJ = c;=2fk&. 
For a fixed t, the best lower bound is obtained for a feasible &, which 
maximizes F(g). Such an & is called optimal (it may not be unique). We will now 
find an optimal &. 
Lemma 12. For any M, M(M + p)/2p 6 (M) s M(M + p)/2~ + p/8. 
Proof. Let f(x) = (M - (p/2)x)(x + 1). Then f represents a parabola which 
obtains its maximum for x = M/p - f. Hence 
(M) =f( [;])=zf(;-;) =“(;+P)+$. 
On the other hand, if LMIp] 3 M/p - 4 then 
and if [M/p] =S M/p - 4 then 
f([;J)>f(;-l)=M(;;“). Cl 
Lemma 13. Zf (cx2, a3, . . . , a;) is optimal, then ffk = 0 for k 3 5. 
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Proof. Let K be the maximal subscript such that CY~ > 0. Define 7 by yK = 0 and 
yk = cu, for k #K. Then 7 is feasible. Since C% is optimal, we get 
OCF(ii)-F(~)=f,cu,. 
Hence fK 2 0. We show that fk < 0 for k ~5. HenceKC4andsocu,=Ofork>S. 
Let k35. Note that if OCM<p then (M) =Mand (M-p) =O. Hence, if 
v = W + 1) 
k 2 
Z < P, 
then 
k-l 
fk= tvk-d - (vk-1-P) -k(V,-p) - x (24 
r=l 
k-l 
= - ?12rZ<O. 
Further, if 
k(k + 1) 
2 
zap, 
then by Lemma 12, 
k-l 
fk=(Vk-p)-(vk-l-P)-k(&-P)-~ (2rZ) 
r=l 
< (G - P)vk + c _ (vk-1 - P)vk-, _ k (% - p)v, 
2P 8 2P 2P 
_ g 2rZ(2Z+ P) 
=_- ; Ik(;; ‘) (Z(k - 5) + 3~) 
__e_Zk(k-1) 
.8 2 
<__2k(k-l)p<0 ,-, 
.8 2k(k + 1) ’ 
By Lemma 13 we have to maximize f2(y2 +f3m3 +f4cu4 over all feasible 
( 6 a,, 4. 
Lemma 14. We have: 
(i) f,30eZIpp, 
(ii) f,>f,eZI2p, 
(iii) f3 ?=f4 always, 
(iv) 2f,-f,-f,sOeZ18p. 
Proof. The proofs of the equivalences are split into several cases depending on 
the value of Z/p. Each case covers Z/p in an interval. The main intervals are 
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obtained by upper and lower bounding using Lemma 12. In the remaining 
intervals we determine the fk explicitly. We prove the first equivalence in detail, 
and sketch the proof of the others. 
(i) Considerf2=(31-p)-3(Z-p)-(21). 
If O<Zlp<i, then&=O-3-O-21= -21~0. 
If (2 - fi)/4 < Z/p < (2 + fi)/4, then, by Lemma 12, 
f <(3z-P)3z+p_3(z-Pv 2w+P) 
2. 
~- 
_p{;2-(;+;):: 
2P 
If $<Z/p<l, thenf,=(6Z-3p)-3~0-(4Z-p)=2Z-2p<O. 
If lsZ/p<t, thenf2=(91-6p)-3(Z-p)-(61-3p)=O. 
IfjcZ/p<$, thenf,=(121-10p)-3(1-p)-(61-3p)=31-4p~0. 
If (1 + fi)/2 < Z/p, then, by Lemma 12, 
2ZC2Z + P> + e 
2P 8 
Since (2 - j/?/4) = 0.15 < f, 5 < (2 + a)/4 = 0.85, and (1 + fi)/2= 1.37 < 3, the 
cases cover all possibilities and the proof of the first equivalence is complete. 
(ii) Next, considerf,-f2= (61-p) -2(31-p) - (41). 
If O<Z/p<& then f3-f2= -4Z<O. 
If (4 - fi)/4 < Z/p < (4 + m, then 
If y<Z/p<2, thenf,-f,=4Z-8p<O. 
If 2sZ/p<y, thenf,-f,=O. 
If 4 < Z/p < 5, then f3 - f2 = 6Z- 13~ 2 0. 
If (4 + a)/4 < Z/p, then f3 - f2 3 p{ (Z/P)~ - 2(Zlp) - $} > 0. 
(iii)‘Considerf3-f4=-(10Z-p)+2(6Z-p)-(3Z-p)+(Z-p)+(6Z). 
If O<Z/p<&, thenf,-f,= -6Z>O. 
If$j<Z/p, thenf,-f,>3Z-$p>O. 
(iv) Finally, 2J,-f3-f2=2(1OZ-p) -3(61-p) -2(1-p) - (41) -2(6Z). 
If 0 <Z/p < $, then 2f4 -f3 -f2 = -16Z < 0. 
If (8 - *)/2 < Z/p < (8 + J&)/2, then 
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Ifg<I/p<8, then2f,-f,-f2=161-128p<O. 
If 8 c If p < g, then 2f4 - f3 - f2 = 0. 
If gsI/p<T, then 2f4-f3-f2= 101-81~30. 
If 4 + d/17 < l/p, then 2f4 -f3 -&. 2 p{ (Z/p)* - 8(Z/p) - l} > 0. 0 
Lemma 15. The following conditions give optimal & in the various cases: 
(1) IfISp: cu,=Ofor2sks:. 
(2) Zf t = 2 and Z > p: cu, = 1. 
(3) Zft=3andZ>p:cx2=cu,=1. 
(4) Ifta4andp<Z<2p:cu,=(t-l), ak=Ofor3<k<t. 
(5) Zfta4and2pCZC8p: a2=a3=((t-1)/2, cu,=Ofor4Ckst. 
(6) Ifft4andZ>8p: CY*=CY~=CY~=(~-~)/~, ak=Ofor5SkSt. 
Proof. We prove lemma for t 2 4 and I > 2~. The other cases are similar. We 
only have to consider feasible ~5 where ak = 0 for k 2 5. Hence 
F(C) =.fa* +f@3 +fb,. (17) 
First we show that 5 is feasible in this case if and only if 
cu,~cu,?=c~~~O and cu,+cu,+cu,~t-1, 
i.e., (11) follows from (12) and (13) in this case. We have 
4 
cu,+ 2 kCVk=3CX~+3Q+4& 
k=2 
= 3(~l’2 + cl’3 + Q$) + (yq 
G 3(t - 1) + (t - 3) 
=4t-6c t(tcl)= 
2 . 
If & is optimal, then cu, + (Ye + a4 = c - 1 since otherwise we could increase F(C) 
by increasing cu, (since fi > 0). Similarly, CY* = (Ye, since otherwise we could 
increase F( ii) by increasing cu, and decreasing a2 by the same amount since f3 2 f2 
(if 2p<ZSFp, then F(&) remains unchanged). Hence 
t-l 1 
a2=a3=--- 2 2a4* 
Substituting this in (17) we get 
F(&) = $b+G+~(2f4-M). 
Hence, by Lemma 14, for Z s 8p, the optimal choice is cr4 as small as possible: 
a4=0. On the other hand, for I>8p, the optimal choice is a4 as large as 
possible: a4 = (t - 1)/3. 0 
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Substituting the optimal values for E in F(g), Lemmata 11 and 15 give the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For t s J/2 + 1 we have 
M(P, 1, J) 2~ l [(U,)+f~(t-r)(2rZ}+~(Z-p)+D) 
r=l 
where 
D=O fort=lorI%p, 
D=(3Z-p)-3(Z--p)-(21) fort=2andZ>p, 
D=(6Z-p)-6(Z-p)-2(2Z)-(41) fort=3andZ>p, 
D=(t-1)((3Z-p)-3(Z-p)-(21)) fort~4andp<Zs2p, 
D= ~((6Z-p)-6(Z-p)-2(2Z)-(4Z)) fort~4und2p<Z~8p, 
D= 
t value close to ti. This can be shown as follows: 
Using Lemma 12 we get close bounds on the lower bound. These bounds are 
rational functions of t and they have their maximum for t close to a. In turn, this 
proves that the lower bound itself has its maximum for t to fl. 
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